Testimonials

International Education Office – IEO is delicately working for FCC students by arranging significant events and providing enormous study abroad opportunities. Here are some testimonial by FCC students and international university representatives regarding their experience with IEO.

“This is Asadullah Sheikh, a junior at FCC, majoring in Mass communication and Education. The lifetime opportunity I got to study at Yaşar University, Turkey as an Exchange Program student not only polished my academic skills but also gave me a chance to represent FCCU on International grounds. Above all, it helped me build international social ties. I am very thankful to the entire International Education Committee at FCC, specifically mentioning Madam Kiran Salamat who believed in me and helped me throughout the process”.

“The FCC International Education Office provides dedicated advisory services and is fully committed to internationalism. It is staffed by people who have specialist knowledge of a number of institutional partnership programs that are of mutual benefit to both partners. Through IEO guidance, I have been selected for GLAA program”. Ruhma Shahid - 16-10502, Physiology student.

“This is Ali Murrad (17-10250) and I would love to say that IEO is doing its best. Every single event it has arranged, I found it informative and fruitful. In fact, I am going to the Catholic University of Daegu for fall semester 2015 through this prestigious office. All the staff is quite cooperative and I would suggest everyone out there to seek the guidance from IEO”.
Ali Murrad BSc (Hons) in Environmental Sciences
“The IEO at Forman Christian College does a wonderful job of working with institutions and recruiting agents to help them promote their institutions. I am very pleased with the working relationship I have with the office and their willingness to facilitate my needs in order to present the University of Alberta in the best possible manner to FCC students”. Ms Helen R Khan - University of Alberta, Canada

“IEO is doing a tremendous job for student counseling in FCCU about different international universities. Being a UGRAD scholar I thank IEO for arranging such a helpful seminars and sessions to make our future bright. It was not possible for me to be a UGRAD scholar without the helpful counseling of IEO”. Jafar Ali - 16-10223, BSc (Hons) in Economics

“I am Zoya Dawar (18-10120), a student of BA Clinical Psychology and I was shortlisted for one Semester Exchange Program at Yaşar University, Turkey. I found this as a golden opportunity and very eagerly, I succeeded in receiving my acceptance, which would have been impossible without Miss Kiran Salamat’s cooperation and her guidance. I would suggest everyone to be a part of the programs offered by IEO”.

“IEO's efforts to collaborate with worldwide educational bodies are worth appreciating. It is through their sheer endeavor that I got to know about NIED scholarship, and I got selected to spend one semester at Handong Global University, Korea”. Shuham A. Charles, 16-10366, BS (Hons) in Psychology & Education.
"Hi, my name is Mahira Gulzar (17-10115) and I'm currently doing my honors in Mass Communication & Education from FCC. IEO here at FCC gave me an opportunity to explore my inner potential and make use of it when I was shortlisted for the Global UGRAD Program. I found Ms. Kiran Salamat to be an extremely helpful and devoted person to her profession, always eager to help students out. Looking forward to continued development of this office, proving ever more beneficial for the students of the FCC."

“IEO Team is a great addition to FCC. I have always found them very cooperative and innovative in the successful execution of the Education Abroad Expo’s and Seminars. I wish them best of the luck for the future avenues”. Mr Umair Riaz - Country Manager at Sheffield Hallam University, UK.

“Aside from the academic success, I am thankful for all the opportunities IEO has given me to acquire many leadership experiences. I am immensely pleased to share this fact that I really am a much aware and well known person now when it comes to foreign universities and their basic criteria is concerned. The International Education office as a department itself is very much proactive in terms of guiding students like us who are much keen in terms of applying and pursuing international education and semester exchange opportunities are concerned. High Hopes and spirits for future. Knowing this eminent fact that the office will definitely progress & open its horizons much in coming times under the supervision of ma’am Kiran Salamat for she is working & devoting herself so wholeheartedly”. (Maleeha Khan, 17-10629 - Bachelors in Software Engineering).

“International Education Office - IEO has been working impressively regarding the International Scholarships and Admissions. It is one of the main sources for the students at Forman Christian College to know about the International Scholarships and preparation of their tests and interviews”. (Asad Karim - 15-10663) – Bs (Hons) in Software Engineering
I am Zainab Mustafa, roll no: 16-10656, doing my bachelors in Software Engineering; IEO has guided me so much about study opportunities abroad. The IEO office itself is working actively to inculcate information among students. The daily reminders regarding different admission opportunities have helped me a lot to be a much vigilant person.

"It's Ahsan Hafeez (17-10636) student of FCCU and has completed my sophomore year. Simply I just simply want to say that "The IEO at FCC is the best department where the entire staff is very helpful. It gives the Formanites diverse opportunities to study in foreign universities on full scholarships as well as on very less expanse. I have been selected for one semester exchange program at Catholic University of Daegu, Korea. And obviously it is the best opportunity provided by IEO to me to study one semester at Korea's largest university. I am very thankful to Ma'am Kiran Salamat who guided me in my every sort of matter". BS (Hons) in Computer Science

"It has been a pleasure working with Ms Kiran Salamat and the IEO over the years. I appreciate the support extended to me during my several visits to Pakistan and FC College and have enjoyed speaking to staff and students on matters around international education, career selection and studying abroad. The University of Dundee is keen to continue cooperating with educational institutions in Pakistan particularly the FC College, in line with our transformation vision of transforming lives globally."

Mr Fahd Ali Asif, Senior International Officer, University of Dundee, UK.